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HSBC claims first trade-finance deal with blockchain
HSBC has claimed the world’s first trade finance transaction using blockchain, which shows the technology is
commercially viable for international trade.
HSBC is said to have issued a letter of credit (LoC) for Cargill Inc, which relied on blockchain technology developed
by R3 consortium for a shipment of soybeans transporting from Argentina to Malaysia via the global commodities
trader’s Geneva and Singapore subsidiaries.
The Cargill transaction marked the first use of a single, shared digital application rather than multiple systems.
The use of blockchain technology in the banking industry is expected to reduce the risk of fraud in LoC as well as
streamline the long paper trail process which can take 5-10 days, to a matter of hours.
The technology to digitize all of Asia Pacific’s trade-related paperwork could slash the time it takes to export goods
and cut costs by more than 30 percent, citing a study by the United Nations. This has made trade finance
transactions simpler, faster, more transparent and more secure for businesses.
Intuition blended learning related to this article. Some of our popular FinTech workshops include:
• Disruptive Technology in Financial Services
• The FinTech Revolution: Crypto Currencies, Blockchain, DLTs & Applications
• Cutting Edge Technology in Finance – Big Data, Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
• WealthTech
The Intuition Know-How Library related to this article:
A New suite on FinTech tutorials (launching in June-2018):
• Bitcoin & Blockchain
• Blockchain Structure & Security
• Smart Contracts & Blockchain Applications
• Cryptocurrencies & Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs)
• Data Analytics
• Robotic Process Automation (RPA)
• Artificial Intelligence (AI)
• Robo-Advice
• Internet of Things (IoT)
• Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)

Trade Finance:
• Trade Finance-An Introduction
• Open Account Trading
• Documentary Collection
• Letters of Credit-An Introduction
• Letters of Credit-Types
• UCP 600
• Export Finance
• Structured Trade Finance
• Trade Finance Security

Intuition Asia provides bespoke learning solutions, both eLearning and Instructor-led courses. These can also be
blended in a program to provide the most effective form of learning. These workshops can be structured as lunch
& learns, webinars or full day deliveries. Clients can use these to keep their workforce updated with the latest
developments in the market and complete their mandatory CPD learning hours.
Get in touch with your Intuition account manager at asiainfo@intuition.com for more details.
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